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HONEYCOMB SHADES
EXPLAINED
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Honeycomb Shades provide smart and stylish solutions when it comes to 
dressing your windows with window coverings that are just as beautiful 
as they are beneficial. A collection with contemporary colors, patterns and 
textures appealing to a variety of customers. 

Designed and custom-assembled in the U.S., with a Hunter Douglas Lifetime 
Limited Warranty.

Simplification

The opportunity to align both Duette® and Applause® programs forms 
consistency. Selling Honeycomb Shades can be done in three simple steps:

1.  Select a fabric and color

2.  Select a pleat size and opacity

3.  Select an operating system and design option

Simplifying the program prevents having to down-sell, due to a fabric opacity 
offering or a cost increase for a larger pleat size.
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HONEYCOMB BENEFITS 

• If your customer is interested in honeycomb shades, start the sales  
process with Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades.

• Duette Honeycomb Shades provide consumers with unique, proprietary  
operating systems. Whether they opt for manual or motorized, these  
systems afford convenience and dependability, as well as enhanced  
profitability for you.

• With an abundance of finely woven and thoughtfully engineered fabric  
choices, Duette Honeycomb Shades add color and character to a room. 

• Combine Duette Architella shades with PowerView® Motorization for even 
greater energy savings when scheduling your shades throughout the day. 

• When you have cost-conscious consumers who hesitate due to budget, 
share with them the energy savings Duette Architella shades provide  
at the window.

–  During the winter months, Duette Architella Honeycomb Shades can  
reduce loss of heat through windows by up to 40%.

–  During the summer months, Duette Architella Honeycomb Shades  
can reduce unwanted solar heat through windows by up to 80%.

• If price remains an obstacle, present Duette single honeycomb construction 
fabrics, offered both in Classic™ and our opening price-point fabric Reception. 

• If priced out of Duette shades, present Applause® Honeycomb Shades to 
close the sale.
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FABRICS 
Duette® Honeycomb Shades

The leader in energy-efficient design, offering premium performance plus 
innovative and child-safe operating systems.

• Duette® Architella® shades feature an innovative cellular design offering 
insulating layers for added energy efficiency. Additionally, the design 
delivers color purity from a variety of high-performing fabrics—all 
resistant to fading.

• 15 different fabric collections, including Alustra® Duette (540 total SKUs,  
including 80 Alustra Duette).

• Offers a majority of fabrics in both 3/4" and 11/4" pleat sizes, all available  
in light-filtering (LF) and room-darkening (RD) opacities. (11/4" pleat size 
not available in Classic™, Reception and Commercial fabrics.)

• Single honeycomb construction available in 1¼" and 3/4" Whisper™ 
Sheer; 3/4" Classic, Reception and Commercial; and 3⁄8" pleat size limited 
to six colors in the Classic fabric collection.

Duette® Honeycomb Shades
540 SKUs

Classic
LF and RD
12 SKUs

1¼" and ¾"
384 SKUs (80 Alustra® Collection)

Single Honeycomb
108 SKUs

Architella®

432 SKUs

Elan®

LF and RD
160 SKUs

Calypso™
LF and RD
16 SKUs

Batiste Bamboo™
LF and RD
32 SKUs

Batiste Semi-Sheer
Semi-Sheer

16 SKUs

Alexa™
LF and RD
32 SKUs

Alexa Metallic™
LF and RD
16 SKUs

India Silk™
LF and RD
32 SKUs

Reception
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Classic™
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Whisper™ Sheer
Sheer

24 SKUs

Classic
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Reception
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Commercial
LF and RD
24 SKUs

3⁄8" Only
12 SKUs

¾" Only
72 SKUs

1¼" and ¾"
24 SKUs

¾" Only
48 SKUs

Alustra Apollo™
LF and RD
16 SKUs

Alustra Macon™
LF and RD
32 SKUs

Alustra Jardin™
LF and RD
16 SKUs

Alustra Leela™
LF and RD
16 SKUs
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FABRICS 
Applause® Honeycomb Shades

From the makers of Duette®, the original honeycomb shade. Applause® 
Honeycomb Shades are inherent in every thoughtful detail, including five 
fashionable fabric collections.

• Five fabric collections, including HDOrigins™ (183 total SKUs,  
including 24 HDOrigins).

• Fabric offerings in single honeycomb 3⁄8" and ¾" pleat sizes and  
double honeycomb construction.

• Shares the same headrail design and operating systems with  
Duette Honeycomb Shades.

Applause® Honeycomb Shades
183 SKUs

¾" Only
147 SKUs (24 HDOrigins™)

Double Honeycomb
12 SKUs

Single Honeycomb
171 SKUs

Kinship™
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Sunterra™
LF and RD
48 SKUs

Legends™
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Vintage™
LF and RD
24 SKUs

Crystalline™
Sheer

3 SKUs

Sunterra
LF and RD
12 SKUs

Legends
LF and RD
12 SKUs

Legends
LF

6 SKUs

Kinship
LF

6 SKUs

3⁄8" Only
24 SKUs

HDOrigins Esprit™
LF and RD
24 SKUs
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FABRICS 
Honeycomb Price Spreads
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Fabrics

Duette® honeycomb fabrics are highly engineered textiles, but like any fabric 
there are some visible variations, which are normal and not product defects.

• Duette honeycomb fabrics contain finite, delicate fibers that are  
inherent in nature. Some fabric collections with these inherent  
characteristics of variation in color and texture include Batiste 
Bamboo™ and Alexa™. A Fabric Inherent Variations Card is included  
with every honeycomb shade order.

• Alustra® Duette and Duette woven fabrics such as Macon™ and  
India Silk™ contain delicate yarns and fibers that may fray on the  
edges when rubbed or when coming into contact with the edge of  
a window. Fraying can be corrected by gently trimming the threads 
with fabric scissors. 

• Slight puckers and minor surface variations may occur, primarily in 
opaque fabrics. This is dictated by the weight of the shade fabric and 
can be visible when the shade is lit from the side.

Our fabrics feature inherent variations that add authenticity and beauty to your home. These 
subtle variations in color and texture are considered part of the inherent beauty of the fabric.

With delicate yarns and fibers inherent with woven fabrics, fraying may occur and can  
be trimmed.

Before After

Congratulations on your purchase of a Duette® Honeycomb 
Shade from Hunter Douglas. Our fabrics feature intended 
variations that add authenticity and beauty to your home. 
These subtle variations in color and texture are considered 
part of the inherent beauty of the fabric.

Natural Variations are  
        Distinctively Duette®

Minor surface variations or slight puckers may appear and are inherent to opaque fabrics. 
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Color Variation

• We offer a wide range of whites and neutrals with warm and cool 
tones. Be aware that warm whites will have a pink/purple hue when 
stacked and cool whites will have a blue/green hue when stacked.  
This is common in Alustra® Jardin™, Solstice; Elan®, Aspen Snow; 
Classic™, Blue White; and Sunterra™, Frostline.

 Elan, Daisy White Elan, Aspen Snow
  (Warm White)

 Elan, Daisy White Classic, Blue White
  (Cool White)

Sunterra, Frostline
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Hardware

Common Headrail

• Based on fabric pleat sizes be sure to check for minimum flush 
mounting depths. Refer to the Headrail Bracket Booklet for specific 
measurements. 

• Duette® and Applause® Honeycomb Shades share the same headrail.

• Both Duette and Applause shades offer EasyRise™ and UltraGlide® as 
their standard operating systems.

8

UltraGlideEasyRise

Duette®

540 SKUs
Applause®

183 SKUs

Hardware

Duette Headrail

Operating Systems

EasyRise™ (Standard)

LiteRise®

PowerView® Motorization

UltraGlide® (Standard)

Vertiglide™ (Manual)

Duette Only Specialty Applications

EasyView® Arch Arches, Angles & Circles

LightLock™ Sidelights

TrackGlide™ Simplicity™

Vertiglide (Motorized) SkyLift™

Design Options

Duolite®

Bottom-Up or Top-Down

Top-Down/Bottom-Up
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Operating System Design Options

•  Bottom-Up: Standard method of operation, simply raise the shade  
from the bottom up.

• Top-Down: Lower shades from the top down.

•  Top-Down/Bottom-Up: Control light and privacy in one system.  
Lower shades from the top down, or raise from the bottom up. 

Duolite® Design Option

Two shades in one. Combine fabric styles in different opacities to achieve your 
personal level of light control and privacy. An all-in-one design that transitions 
seamlessly from one fabric to the next.

• The top panel of all Duolite shades can only be a sheer fabric. 

• Hidden middle rail for seamless integrated look.

• Pricing a Duolite shade: price the higher-priced panel and add the Duolite 
surcharge found in the Reference Guide.

Duolite

Top-Down/Bottom-Up

Duolite

EasyRise™ UltraGlide® LiteRise® PowerView 
Motorization

Vertiglide™

(Manual Only)

Duette® X X X X X

Applause® X X X X X
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
EasyAdjust™ Leveling  

Occasionally, after a shade has been installed and operated, the bottom rail may 
skew slightly, making the shade appear unlevel. The EasyAdjust™ key can be used  
to level the bottom rail.

•  To level the shade, lift the bottom rail to locate the pockets on the underside 
of the rail. Gently pull down on the bottom rail to fully insert the EasyAdjust 
key into the pocket. 

• Insert the EasyAdjust key so that it is halfway into the pocket. Apply small 
turns when utilizing the EasyAdjust key—not exceeding a 1/4" inch turn. Turn 
the key clockwise to raise the side of the rail, or counterclockwise to lower 
it. For Top-Down/Bottom-Up shades, the pockets are on the top side of the 
middle rail. 

•  To adjust the middle rail on a Duolite®  shade, the pockets can be found  
at the ends of the middle rail, which is located in the top cell of the lower 
fabric panel. 

Raise
Adjusts
Center
Cord

Lower

Pocket

Underside of Bottom Rail
(or Top Side of Middle Rail)

Raise

Easy Adjust Key

Lower

Easy adjust leveling
Easy adjust leveling 
for a Duolite shade
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
EasyRise™ Operating System

With our EasyRise™ continuous cord loop you can raise and lower your shades 
by simply pulling on the cord. Pulling down on the front of this continuous 
loop lowers your shade. Pulling down on the rear of the loop raises the shade.

Mounting Circumstances

• An outside mount deduction is different than inside mount. It can 
appear the light gap is larger on an outside mount. The space on the 
right of an outside mount allows the cord to operate properly with  
the Universal Cord Tensioner, which is mounted alongside the shade.

Cord Loop

• Standard cord drops are color coordinated.

• Optional cord drops are white only and 18" to 12' in 6" increments,  
12' to 16' in 12" increments.  

• For Top-Down/Bottom-Up and Duolite® shades, the right cord  
loop operates the middle rail and the left cord loop operates the 
bottom rail.

EasyRise

Standard
Top-Down/
Bottom-Up

Duolite® Two-On-One 
Headrail

Duette® X X X X

Applause® X X X X

Note: Please refer to the online Reference 
Guide for the most up-to-date information.

Finished Dimensions
(All allowances are taken from ordered 
dimensions and width may vary +0/-1/8".)

Inside (IB) Mount

Headrail unit  -1/4"

Shade height ±1/8"

Fabric width -1/2"

Outside (OB) Mount

Headrail unit
Standard +7/16" 
Top-Down/Bottom-Up, Duolite  
and Two-On-One Headrail +13/16"

Shade height ±1/8"

Fabric width -3/16"

End (EB) Mount

Headrail unit -1/2"

Shade height ±1/8"

Fabric width -3/4"

Two-On-One Headrail

Gap between fabric panels 1/4"
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
UltraGlide® with Wand Operating System

Features a self-lowering, retractable wand operation. Designed to offer strength 
and flexibility, the wand is soft-touch coated for a softened look with a teardrop-
shaped handle providing perfect ergonomic operation.

Measuring

• Like all Hunter Douglas products, UltraGlide® shades are truly custom 
products. For optimal use, order the wand length approximately equal to 
the distance from the headrail to the shoulder of the user.  

• If there are multiple users, the UltraGlide wand length should fall 
between the shoulder heights of the consumers. Wands are available 
from 12" to 84", in 6" increments. For more information on how to 
measure the UltraGlide wand, please refer to the Reference Guide.

Mounting Circumstances

• The UltraGlide system is not recommended for deep, inside-mounted 
applications if the wand is obstructed by a wall, which can cause difficulty 
operating the shade. The LiteRise® or PowerView® Motorization operating 
systems would prevent this challenge. 

Proper Operation

• For optimum operation, pump the wand up and down in short strokes 
to raise the shade. To lower the shade, simply pull the wand toward the 
center of the shade at a 45-degree angle and release. 

• It is not recommended to release the wand until the cord is fully 
retracted. Doing so could cause the shade to not operate properly.

• For Top-Down/Bottom-Up and Duolite® shades, the right wand operates 
the middle rail and the left wand operates the bottom rail.

12

UltraGlide

Standard Top-Down
Top-Down/
Bottom-Up

Duolite® Two-On-One 
Headrail

Duette® X X X X X

Applause® X X X X X
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
LiteRise® Operating System

The LiteRise® cordless operating system offers remarkable ease of operation, 
along with the added benefit of enhanced child and pet safety. The LiteRise 
system makes raising and lowering the shade easy; simply pull up to raise or 
pull down to lower the shade. 

Top-Down/Bottom-Up Operation 

• For optimal Top-Down/Bottom-Up operation, the bottom rail should be 
in the fully lowered position to operate the middle rail, and the middle 
rail should be in the fully raised position to operate the bottom rail. 

Proper Operation

• It is important to operate the LiteRise shade using the handle to raise 
and lower the shade. 

• Hand-to-fabric contact will dirty the shade, and can create an uneven 
stack, or position the shade off center.

• Widths 60" and greater will be fabricated with two handles per moving 
rail. Handles will be spaced 24" apart.

• An optional extension pole that extends from 61" to 121", is an option 
for shades that are hard to reach.

LiteRise

Standard Top-Down/ 
Bottom-Up Duolite®

Duette® X X X

Applause® X X X

Optional extension pole
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
PowerView® Motorization Operating System

 The PowerView® Motorization operating system has the ability to creatively 
transform light in the home with a smartphone, tablet or remote control; all 
while providing superior insulation at the window. 

• Enhanced Motor Technology from PowerView Motorization.

• Slimmer end cap.

• Improved button user-experience—right side only motor control.

• Reduced noise when shade is in motion.

• Improved battery life—up to 15% extended life*.

•  Improved position accuracy of the shade throughout its entire range  
of motion. 

•  Powerful antenna in the shades improves Radio Frequency (RF) signal 
reception from the PowerView® Hub and Pebble® Remote Control.

   * Battery life improvements may vary and are dependent on shade size  
and usage.

PowerView Motorization

Standard Top-Down
Top-Down/
Bottom-Up

Duolite®

Duette® X X X X

Applause® X X X X
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Vertiglide™ Operating System

A perfect solution to cover patio doors and wide expanses of glass. Offered 
in manual and PowerView® Motorization with Dual Operation systems. 
(Applause® Honeycomb Shades only available in manual operating system.)

• A light halo around the valance of an inside mount Vertiglide™ shade  
is inherent. An outside mount with sufficient overlap is recommended 
to decrease light halo.

• The Split Stack, Traveling Center Stack and Duolite® design options  
are only available in manual operation.

• The PowerView Motorization operating system is only available in 
Duette® Honeycomb Shades, as a one-way stack only.

• Uneven stacking and variation in cell stacking is inherent. This occurs 
especially on the PowerView Vertiglide shade, as it is dictated by the 
weight of the shade fabric. Occurrences could be caused by a lack of 
gravity to assist, or a possible bearing surface between the rollers on 
the truck assembly and the slot in the headrail.

Examples of uneven cell stacking and variation in cell stacking.

Light halo around valance of an inside mount Vertiglide shade.

EverWood® Grandover™ ValanceSydney Valance
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Vertiglide™ Operating System continued

• Be sure to reference the Headrail Bracket Booklet for IB Non-Flush  
and IB Flush mounting requirements.

Vertiglide Inside Mount, Non-Flush

Vertiglide Inside Mount, Flush

Right or left stack (manual) 61/2"

Right or left stack (PowerView) 8"

Split stack – each side (manual only) 61/2"

Traveling center stack (manual only)  13"

Fabric stacking dimensions determined by 
shade hardware, not ordered width.

Vertiglide™ Fabric Stacking

Note: Please refer to the online 
Reference Guide for the most 
up-to-date information.

Vertiglide

Standard Duolite® (Manual) PowerView® 
Motorization

Duette® X X X

Applause® X X
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Operating Systems continued

SkyLift™

The SkyLift™ system is a great option when covering those hard-to-reach 
skylight windows in the home. This system is available in manual (with optional 
extension pole or crank handle for operation), PowerView® Motorization and 
Hard-Wired Motorization. 

• Hardware colors are available in 785 Aspen White, 862 Gardenia White 
and 064 Bronze.

• An optional extension pole (6 ft. or 10 ft.) is available.

• Available in a top stack only. 
Note: Shade cannot be installed as a side stack or top-down.

• Please refer to the Reference Guide, SkyLift Product Specification 
pages for the standard tension cable chart.

• The use of a factory pre-attached satellite battery pack will be required 
on finished shades less than 31" wide. No additional surcharge will 
apply for the satellite battery pack.

• If ordering a satellite battery pack for shades less than 31" wide, 
specify cable length.

• For PowerView shades less than 23" wide, the programming button 
will be placed on the left side of the bottom rail. For shades equal to or 
over 23" wide, a center-mounted programming button will be standard.

SkyLift

Manual PowerView Motorization

Duette® X X

Applause® X X

Extension Pole

Handle
Clearance

Crank
Handle

1" 11/2"

Bottom
Rail

Inside Mount Outside Mount
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Operating Systems continued

Simplicity™ 

A manual system designed for skylights and hard-to-reach windows, 
Simplicity™ shades can be oriented for top, bottom or side-to-side operation.

• Dealers prefer this look to maximize views to outside and  
increased daylighting.

• Rails, side tracks and handle are available only in 785 Aspen White.

• An optional extension pole that extends from 61" to 121" is available.

• The orientation of the shade can be vertical 90 degrees, horizontal 
zero degrees, or a sloped orientation. The shade can also stack to top, 
bottom, and side. 

• A support cord is required for shades over 36" wide in sloped or 
skylight applications.

• A rail stiffener is required for shades over 42" wide.  

Handle

Support Cord
(For Sloped

Shades More
Than 36" Wide)

Tension Cord

Anchor Rail

Headrail

Side
Track

Side
Track

Fabric

Moving Rail

Extension Pole (Optional)
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Operating Systems continued

EasyView® Arch

A manual system, only available in Duette® Honeycomb Shades, is 
designed for perfect, imperfect and extended arches. EasyView® Arch 
complements all existing honeycomb products with premium design  
and finish.

• Rail and arch trim colors include 320 Rich Cream and 661 White Tiara.  
Note: Rail and arch trim colors must be the same; cannot mix and 
match colors.

• An optional extension pole that extends from 61" to 121" is available.

Arch Handle

Arch Trim

25/16"

7/16"

Extension Pole (Optional)
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15/8"

21/2"

Mounting Channel
(Mount to Window 

Jamb)

Street
Side

W
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do
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Room
Side

Front Channel
(Snap into Rear Channel)

Rear Channel 
(Snap into 
 Mounting 
Channel)

Channel Assembly 
(Top View)

WHAT TO EXPECT 
Specialty Applications

Duette® LightLock™

• The Duette® with LightLock™ system was created to help consumers 
outsmart the sun. By installing 3/4" room-darkening Duette shades, 
along with proprietary side channels, exterior light is confused and 
discouraged from entering the room. 

• For the optimum Duette with LightLock experience, certain criteria must 
be met in order to achieve total room darkening or blackout effects:

–  Inside mount, fully recessed installations within minimal out-of-
square windows.

–  Strict adherence to Inside Mount, width and height (ideally Left, 
Center and Right heights are the same) Measuring Guidelines 
featured in the General Information section of the Hunter Douglas 
Reference Guide.

– Level window sill surfaces with minimal traces of unevenness.

–  Use of LightLock template for proper channel, bracket and end  
cap placement.

–  Proper use of D seal attached to shade rails or window opening 
where necessary.

• When selling Duette with LightLock shades, dealers should remain 
mindful that the LightLock system also entails custom installation. Every 
shade installation is unique and can vary based on the window opening 
squareness, mounting depth area, mounting surface areas, proper use 
of side channels and shim-type end caps to ensure a snug fit.

• The LightLock system is available in the LiteRise® system and 
PowerView® Motorization with a standard (bottom-up), top-down  
and top-down/bottom-up design option.

• Side channels, and top and bottom end caps are available in  
785 Aspen White, 862 Gardenia White and 064 Bronze.

LightLock system side channels

Front Channel

Mounting
Channel

Top End Cap 

Bottom End Cap 

Rear
Channel

LiteRise
 Minimum casement depth 1/2" 
Minimum casement depth, fully recessed 21/2"

PowerView — High Mount Battery Wand
Minimum casement depth 1" 
Minimum casement depth, fully recessed 3"

PowerView — Low Mount Battery Wand
Minimum casement depth 1" 
Minimum casement depth, fully recessed 27/8"

PowerView — Other power options
Minimum casement depth 1/2" 
 Minimum casement depth, fully recessed  21/2" 

Mounting Requirements

Note: Please refer to the online 
Reference Guide for the most  
up-to-date information.
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Specialty Applications continued

Duette® TrackGlide™ with LiteRise®

Our innovative TrackGlide™ system made specially for European-style tilt-turn 
windows trending in high-end homes and French doors. Keeps honeycomb 
shades in place when windows swing like a door or tilt from the top.

• The maximum tilt of a tilt-turn window with a Duette® TrackGlide with 
LiteRise® application is 15 degrees. Bowing of fabric may occur if 
window tilts further. Heavier fabrics have potential to bow.

• Not an application for skylight windows.

• Track installation must be parallel. For additional reference, review the 
installation video in the Learning Center.

• Although the shade is removable, the side tracks are semi-permanent.

• TrackGlide system is available only in the LiteRise operating system 
with a standard (bottom-up) and top-down/bottom-up design option. 
Widths 60" and greater will be fabricated with two handles per moving 
rail. Handles will be spaced 24" apart. 
Note: Maximum width for TrackGlide shades is 72".

• Side tracks, rail clips and track clips are available in four colors: Brass, 
Bronze, Pewter or White.

• Ensure sufficient clearance from mounting surface to door/window 
trim and hardware, hinge side of door/window to prevent shade 
from abutting adjoining walls or architectural features and clearance 
between edge of shade and door/window handles and hardware.

Side
Track

Tracks
Attach to
Mounting

Surface with
Double-Sided
Tape on Rear

Track
Clip

Glides in
Side Track

Clips to
Bottom Rail

Installation Brackets
(Attach to Tracks)

Rail Clip

Top View
1/2"

35/8"

Bracket

21/4"

1/4"

21/2"

Side
Track

Side View
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WHAT TO EXPECT 
Light Gap  

•  Duette® Honeycomb Shades offer an array of room-darkening fabrics.  
While these fabrics darken a room substantially, inside mount applications 
can have a “light gap” or “halo” surrounding the shade. Though inherent  
with the honeycomb construction and operation, consider an outside mount 
to further reduce the light halo, or the Duette LightLock™ design option.

Side-by-Side Cell Alignment  

•  With shades on a Two-On-One Headrail or shades that will be side-by-side  
in a window, the cells may not align with one another. Additionally,  
each shade may not have uniform stacking when the shade is closed.  

Fabric Bowing into the Window  

•  The insulating properties of honeycomb shades deliver increased  
energy efficiency at the window. With high-performing products like  
Duette Architella®, static and heat build-up can occur between the shade  
and the window, creating a heat differential across the window from top  
to bottom. When this happens, it can cause the shade to bow inward  
toward the window. Raising the shade slightly from the bottom allows  
the temperature to distribute and the shade to straighten again.   

Example of “halo” surrounding the shades on inside mount applications.

Side-by-side cell alignment on Two-On-One Headrail shades.
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PRODUCT CARE  
AND CLEANING 
Fabric Cleaning

•  Dusting: Regular, light dusting maintains a like-new appearance for  
most shades. 

•  Vacuuming: Vacuum gently with brush attachment. Please see the  
Reference Guide for excluded fabrics.

•  Compressed air/hair dryer: Forced air can be used to gently dust the 
shade. Please see the Reference Guide for excluded fabrics.

•  Spot-cleaning: Spot-clean shades with a soft cloth or sponge using  
warm water and mild detergent if needed. Blot gently. Please see the 
Reference Guide for excluded fabrics. 

•  Bathtub cleaning/water immersion: Immerse entire shade in lukewarm 
water using mild detergent if needed. It is important to note that the 
headrail should NEVER be submerged in water. Please see the  
Reference Guide for excluded fabrics. 

•  Ultrasonic cleaning: Contact a professional ultrasonic cleaning service. 
Please see the Reference Guide for excluded fabrics.

•  Injection/extraction cleaning: This type of cleaning injects a cleaning  
solution into the fabric and immediately extracts the dirt. Please see  
the Reference Guide for excluded fabrics. 

Headrail Cleaning

•  During the installation of a Duette® Honeycomb Shade, dirt or scuff  
marks may appear on the headrail. Use an alcohol wipe to gently  
wipe off any dirt or marks on the headrail. 
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